
Start by lowering your top and moving the front seats all the way 
forward.

Start by extending the front and rear barrel bolts 
on one side of the wind deflector. Turn the 

handles so they will face down, this locks the 
bolts into place. These bolts will slide into the 

holes on the opposite side of the car from which 
you are standing.   

We have an install video guide on our 
website. Also feel free to call or email 

us if you have any questions 
1-855-457-5683 

information@lovethedrive.com

Your BMW 4 is designed to be fitted with a 
wind deflector.  There are two holes on each 
side of the rear trim panel.  The front and 

rear barrel bolts fit into these holes.

* You can raise and lower your convertible top with the wind deflector installed.

* The wind deflector will fit in the trunk when the Convertible Top is UP or you can use 
the passageway between the trunk and the backseat. But the rear seat has to be folded 
down for the wind deflector to fit through.

* The Wind Deflector DOES NOT Fit in the Trunk with the Top DOWN 



Now lower the wind deflector into the back seat 
area so the front barrel bolt is in line with the 

front hole. Slide the bolt forward into the hole and 
turn the handle down to lock the bolt.

When you are finished please double check to 
that all four handles are turned downwards so 

the barrel bolts are in the locked position. 

The other option is to use the Passageway 
between the trunk and back seat as shown in 

the photo. But the backseat must be lowered flat 
which means no one can sit at the back seat.

Next, lower the wind deflector into the back 
seat area and insert the front bolt into the hole 
into the trim panel and then insert the rear bolt.

Next, reach back and slide the back bolt into the 
rear hole and turn the handle down to lock the 

barrel bolt

Your wind deflector comes with a storage 
bag included. Your wind deflector will fit in 

the trunk with the top UP. 


